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bur plants, the sand bur, the sticktight, the
burdock, have their seeds carried about for
them in the same manner.
In these ways and in other ways seeds are
scattered, and if all plants that spring from
 Seed Construction. Each seed consists of
an embryo and a supply of food, protected
by a more or less hardened coat. The embryo
is a minute plant, one part of which has the
power to grow upward to the light and air,
 
1, Tumtoleweed
 SEED-SCATTERING DEVICES
2, Milkweed.    3, Cocklebur.    4. Winged seeds of maple.
 
seeds matured the earth would be choked
with vegetation* For example, a morning-
glory has just about an average number of
seeds—three thousand to a single healthy
plant. If all of thege seeds were planted, and
grew, there would bo nine million plants the
next year. The following year there would
be twenty-seven billion plants, and the year
after that eighty-one trillion. At this rate
it would not take the descendants of a single
morning-glory vary long to cover much of the
earth* Indeed, it is a well-known fact that
if there were no cheek to the growing1 of
plants, the whole surface of, the land would
soon be covered with vegetation denser than
that in the thickest tropical jungle—so dense
that men and animals could not get through.
la the struggle for existence, however, the
weaker plants are crowded <mt? and a proper
balance is maintained. See botahy*
SEEDER. See sowikg maohihb,
SEEDS, the name m botany given to the
ripened ovules of plants. Sometimes they
are called *'plmt babies/' as eaeh contains
the iwelea* of a tiny plant
 where it develops leaves and flowers; the
other part has the power to develop roots,
which grow downward into the darkness of
the soil in search of food and moisture. In
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SEEDS
1, squirting cucumber; 2, bidens; a, the full
head b, fruit enlarged; 3, maple; 4, greranium;
5, clematis; 6, cocklebur; 7, dandelion.
the seed the food supplies are in some cases
placed around the embryo-, while in others
they sure stored in the embryo itself. The

